Previously, a preliminary report from UpGuard had given Domino's Pizza's security posture a "B-grade" rating...

Cybercriminals Enjoy a Cheesy Crust of Domino's India through a Data Breach

Cybercriminals often target businesses that hold large amounts of users' sensitive information....

WhatsApp Pink and Fake Facebook Messenger Scams Explained

Biden's 100-Day Plan to Enhance Electric Grid Security

With the rising cybersecurity incidents in the U.S., the Biden administration is focusing...

India's Data Breach Saga Continues; Country's Second Largest Stockbroker, Upstox, Hit!

The dust of the MobiKwik data breach was just beginning to settle as another data breach takes center stage...

G7 Nations Sign Declaration to Improve Online Safety

G7 nations have signed a new ministerial declaration to enhance online safety and security worldwide...

Click Studios' Password Manager 'Passwordstate' Hacked via Update Feature

A majority of industry experts agree that using password managers is the most secure way to protect your passwords...

After 7 Years of Reigning Malicious Terror, Emotet's Uninstallation Sets in Motion SolarWinds Hack Orchestrated by Russia's SVR, Claims U.S. and U.K.

The law enforcement and judicial authorities globally have geared up to takedown the...

Earlier in December 2020, the White House had acknowledged that a Russian...

Speed is the Reason Why 1 In 3 Employees Do Not Use VPN

Why you need end-to-end mobile security to stay safe

Nowadays, mobile devices are becoming the new computing...

What is vulnerability analysis and management? What are its types?

Nowadays, organizations need to conduct cybersecurity...

What is reinforcement learning? What are its types?

Artificial intelligence (AI) is expanding rapidly, with...

3 important steps to reverse engineering a part

Blockchain technology has reached a milestone...

Why is web security important for enterprises?

Nowadays, the web is among the primary channels used by businesses...

AI in finance: is security a concern?

Global technology has evolved over the years and nowadays...

Why data science is improving cybersecurity in 2021

If you had to talk about the cyber industry a few years ago...

How to start in networking with CCNA and move beyond with CND
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